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-Gracie Gralike, 18, Missouri.

(See back coverfor art in color.)

Back Cover: Art by Gracie Gralike

I enjoy drawing abstract. I draw and paint what
I see. My dreams and visions are very abstract.

That is why my art is abstract. I am also inspired by

Peter Max and Gustav Klempt.

I try to create compositions with lots of color.

Sometimes I use complementary colors, and some
times I use whatever colors come to mind. I also

like to use pattern. Pattern gives my paintings tex
ture, and I love how that looks. I am very inspired
by people. I have done an entire series of people.

My advice for readers would be to keep creat
ing. The only way to get your art out there is to be
unique. People want to see different pieces of art!

I am of many cultur
al backgrounds-German,
French and Danish. My goal is
for my art to get noticed.
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""Trees are the killdest things I kllOll1

They do 110 harm,. they simply groll~ "

-Harry Bel1ll (1898-1973)

Front Cover: In Praise ofTrees

"I think that I shall never see

A poem lovely as a tree."

-Sgt.Joyce Kilmer (1886-1918)

Trees are revered by spiri

tual traditions all over the world:

Birch trees are sacred to Siberian
shamans, cottonwoods to the

Lakota Sioux, ash to the Norse folks, oak to the Celts,
Cedar to the Egyptians and to the Native people of
the Pacific Northwest Coast of North America, lau
rel to the Greeks, date palms to the Mesopotamians,
the bodhi tree (ficus religiosa) to the Buddhists and the
Hindus, the Christmas tree to many Christians, and the

Tree of Life in Jewish Kabbalism, and so on.

As well as their crucial role in the very web of life

here on Earth, spiritual traditions have used trees to

symbolize-

• The connection
between the Earthly and
the Celestial realms (The

roots are deep in the earth

llIhile the tops of the branches

can be so high in the sky, you

can't even see them),.

• The very life energy of
the cosmos in the way the
sap circulates inside the tree;

• The cycles of resur-
rection and rebirth in the way leaves bud, flourish and
then die, only to grow again the next spring.

As we move away from the "industrial growth"
idea (that we are isolated, independent from others and
capable of achieving happiness at the expense of oth
ers, including other life forms) and turn towards a life
sustaining society that recognizes our connection to
all life forms, trees (alld hOll/ llIe treat them) continue to
represent the spiritual challenge-to combine wisdom
and compassion for all with how we live our daily lives.

-Mary Jane Moffat, British American artist recently
retired fro 111 teaching at ele111 ell tary school in Oregon.
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encourages cooperation, cre
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From the Editor

O fte~, in our modern
socIety, we see more

competition than coopera
tion, especially in the business
world.

However, for the last three
years, the editors of children's
magazines in North America
have been getting together
annually to discuss the prob
lems we face in the children's
magazine business and how
we can learn from each other's
expenences.

As usual, our gathering was hosted by the
Highlights Foundation at their quiet countryside
home, in the rolling hills of the western Pocono
Mountains in Pennsylvania. We listened to experts
as they shared their ideas, research and theories on
how to make our magazines more attractive and
accessible to you, the readers. We also exchanged
our experiences with each other, made new friends
with other editors and took nature walks along a
babbling creek, before we said, "until next year!"

Four of us editors rode together in a van for
three hours to fly back to our homes out of the
New York airports. But I stayed in New York for
a couple of extra days to visit my extended fam
ily and to visit the P S. 76 in Harlem, New York,
the next morning. It was my first time speaking at
a mostly African American school. Several of the
P S. 76 students had been published in our pages
recently, so I enjoyed meeting and talking with
them and their teachers.

In New York City, I walked the streets like the
countless others. It is very rare to see so many peo
ple walking in the American cities. The city buses
were equally well-used by the people. It truly was a
mass transit system. School children, parents, work
ers, tourists and shoppers all used the public trans
portation system. (True, there were some folks who
also used taxi-cabs or private cars.) I wonder why so
many of itS feel the need to own private alttos.

The huge Central Park, with its countless trees,

shrubs, statues, ponds and
green grassy areas, is liter
ally the breathing space for
the citizen of New York.
Thousands of walkers and
joggers take advantage of the
park. There are also places for
renting canoes and row boats,
for street musicians and jug
glers to perform, earn some

. money and entertain the
passerbys. I wondered what
would the folks do without
Central Park. Thanks to the
city planners, who knew the

importance of green spaces in congested urban life!

Unfortunately, as the population pressures
increase, many farmlands, forests, woodlands, wet
lands and open spaces are being lost every day
around the world. Many inner city kids do not
have open places to play nearby. Does your neigh
borhood have any park or a green space for you
to be in nature? Are there any plans to "develop"
existing open spaces in your community?

As this year end issue reaches you, you may
already be thinking about your favorite festivals
Diwali, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Chanukah,
Christmas or Kwanzaa. One way to enjoy life is to
live each day as a festival in gratitude. Be thankful
for every moment in your life. Enjoy your times
with family and friends over material things.

You might enrich your vacation and evenings
with cultural activities.You might read folktale col
lections or attend storytelling sessions. For exam
ple, many cities in the U.S. will host an annual
"Telebration" event on 21 November. Storytellers
will share a variety of stories and folktales from all
over in more than 40 cities that evening.

If you receive books or a gift subscriptions to
magazines (like Skipping Stones) from your family
or friends, consider yourself very lucky! We know
there are hundreds of millions of children around
the world without any books or school supplies.

~~
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Hate

A moment where everyone pauses
Refusing to breathe or move their gaze
Beauty, then silence, then the roar of hands.

-BrentonJackson, grade 9, Virginia.

How a man I never knew
Can cause a single tear
To slide down the cheeks of a crowd

I feel the upward rush
Hammers strike the strings
And my brain moves my hands

I write down the words quickly
Grasping tight that fleeting movement
Expressed in a poet's fingers

Gather to witness a moment
So rare but valiantly bright
That it gathers the population in its passing

My eyes are closed
I sway in my seat
The sounds envelope me from all sides.

Beautiful Silence
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Hate has no color
It has no limitations

I can feel it all around me
Regardless of its stop attempts

My soul yearns
For something more
Than what it knows
That hate can never end

We can do our best
To stop it
Instead of pretending

It's not even there

-Samantha Stepper, 7th grade, Florida.

-Peg Morton, Oregon.

"I am a 78 year old child/young per
son. I read every issue of Skipping Stones from

cover to cover."
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What.s (§)n Y~ur Mind? Send your What's On Your Mind? (250 words,
max.) entries to: editor@SkippingStones.org

The Beauty Around Us
Our ever changing world is filled with the noise and bustle of people and cars.
Yet through it all is the peaceful sound of running water and twinkling stars.

The hum of an airplane as it races across the deepening sky,
Is dampened by the sound of nature, so persistent and yet so shy.

Plainly and so openly we can hear the rattling of a gas-belching truck,
And yet in the distance the gentle paddling of a light footed duck.

There's a brightly lit lot, with a price tag on a polished SUV;
Yet miles away springing from a lush meadow is a beautiful tree.

It tells us to admire the world for the beauty it brings, to open up and begin to see.

-Julian Mullins, 13, Oregon, adds: "I've seen people sitting in a
park, listening to their iPods, while playing computer games on their lamptop.
Whats the point ifbeing out in a park if you just ignore your surroundings?

Art: Paula Gregovich, Oregon

Discriminated races
Killed people,
Hurt them,

Made fun of them,
Humiliated men,

Made slaves,
Pushed people around.
What have we come to

Making fun of differences?
How...how could we do this?

We are all equal;
No one is different.

Talk it out,
Accept difference.

World peace,
No more harm.
Treat others...

The way you want to be treated.
Stop the violence.

-Matt Horan, 13, Pennsylvania.

What Have We Done?

Spelling Bee
Life is a speling bee,

The nervous anticipation fills your soul.

Waiting, you never know what will happen,

Will you succeed or will you crash and burn?

Time is ticking and you are about to be called.

So get ready because the word you get will
determine everything.
Time's up! Your word is... Don't choke!

-Chinonso Ukeje, 12, Illinois.

-Emma T Capps, 12, grade 6, California. Emma adds:

"My dream for the future is to get my novel published. It is my

second novel (although the firt one was not published) and I wrote it
over the course ifabout six months. "

Inside my head is a third eye.

It takes me to the special world, where anything can happen and often does.

The world is lit with silver,

and at any moment, every moment, people are holding hands with the world,

running barefoot and reading out loud from dictionaries.

I'll peek in on them from time to time, stay for dinner, maybe some cards.

Everything is happening all at once; it's my part to decide what I want to see.

When I close my eyes, I snap back to Elsewhere:

the soft foam of my desk chair against my legs,

the blow of the wind through the screen door,

my fingers on the white plastic keys.

And I know precisely what will happen, the story my fingers will tell.

So I do.

Elsewhere
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* * Redrearn Your Life * *

I believe that goals and dreams are what drive us,
what keep us going. You need to be working

towards something, need to be striving towards com

pleting the bigger picture of your life in order to be
motivated enough to keep up with the little things.

For thirteen years, I worked towards my high

school diploma, yet when I started grade school, this
ultimate goal wasn't really the most present picture in

my mind. I focused on other things at first, like mak
ing friends, keeping up with my school work, getting
good grades-but as the years went by, it became not

only my dream, but my goal to be valedictorian of my
class. When I finally, after more hardships than I had
expected, fulfilled this dream, I was filled with happi
ness and a sense of pride in myself and my dedication
to my vision.

As the novelty of my success started fading away,

my happiness and pride were replaced by another feel
ing, namely a sense ofloss. I had fulfilled my dream, but
to put it in the simplest terms, the question repeating

itself in my head was "Now what?" Having achieved
what I wanted, I needed something new to focus on, a

new goal to strive towards, and a new dream to fulflll.
Like a Chinese proverb indicates, "The journey is the
reward" I need to embark on a new journey in order
to get to my next reward.

We all have heard of midlife-crises, when adults
wake up one morning and ask themselves what the
point of their life actually is. I believe that teenagers are
just as capable of this feeling. In order for young people
to stay contented and, more importantly, to stay moti
vated and driven, they need to constantly "redream"
their lives.You achieved an A in your Math class? Good
work, keep it up, but now try focusing on getting an
A in English, too! You won the sports tournament in
which you competed? Good work, but now try to be
just as successful in your academic career! If we just
rest on our laurels, which I'll admit is very alluring,

the risk is great that we end up simply meandering

through our life.

Eventually, I came up with a new dream for my
life. For a long time I have wanted to become a jour
nalist when I "grew up." That stage of my life used to
be far off, looming somewhere behind graduation and

Eclitor's Mailbag

my diploma. But now I'm on the threshold of real
adulthood. I am going to focus on getting the best

education I can, having the best experiences I can,

landing the best jobs that I can and becoming the best
journalist I can. This doesn't mean that I'll neglect all

other aspects of my life. But knowing why I get up

every morning, and knowing what drives me gives me
the energy to tackle everything else.

And when I finally am the journalist I hope to
be someday, I'll find something else to dream about.

Maybe I'll become an author. Maybe I'll start a family.
Maybe I'll go on a world tour. But I'll cross that bridge
when I get there. Right now I'm focusing on my cur
rent journey.

-Katie Grosser, our summer intern this year,from Germany.

Imagination

An art, older than time, more valuable than the

most precious metals,
The beauty of the soul, the garden of the heart,

Music to open ears, or life to open eyes,
The colors are more vibrant than a rainbow, and

the sounds are clearer than bells,
A wonderful feeling, a magnificent thought,

Belonging to the poorest of the poor,
the richest of the rich,

From the youngest child, to the oldest elder,
Conceived in the mind, it can never truly go

away, for it is imagination.

-Courtney Cooper-Heiney, 13, Oregon.

Courtney adds: "I believe that imagination is one
if the most important qualities that humans if any
race, culture or nationality can have. Imagination is
important because it can provide entertainment, hope,
and problem solving skills to all people. Sadly, I think
that imagination is taken Jor granted too cifien, and I
hope that this poem will help readers remember how
wondeiful and important imagination is. I was inspired
to write this poem because I Jeel that imagination is
becoming more important every day as electronics such
as television, video games and the internet are becoming
a bigger part if many children j lives, and reducing time

Jor them to be imaginative and creative. "
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How Much Do lOwe You?

I refuse to be another black statistic. I am smart and

black. Two words that often do not come pack

aged. Apparently, God broke the mold with me.

Being black... it kicks and screams for a role in my

decision-making and it fights to win. Being smart... I

have learned to say no. There is an unspoken maxim in
the black community: We live in a white dominated
society, so we need to "act" as black as we can.

However, I never fully understood the concept,
"acting black." If it entails accepting and perfectly exe

cuting the stereotypes my heroes fought and still fight
so hard to destroy, I refuse to play that role. I have test
ed those waters several times, and it was not a proper
fit. There is a push from the black community to "stay
in my place:"

"You would be taking Honors English."

"Oh... you're from Mason?"

Our own people are oppressing us; we are being
restrained to the confines of ignorance.

Ignorance is not bliss; it's stupid. A distinct burden
comes with unawareness. The weight of the shackles

of ignorance is like a ball and chain. I cannot deny my
mind and its natural desire for insight.

This mentality-that the essence of a culture can
be accurately portrayed by just a few actions-is fun
gal; it will latch onto any mind willing to follow its
lead down an inevitably destructive path. Even intel
ligent minds instinctively tag along with this threat to
humanity. It must end.

For too long, the adage "staying true to oneself"
has been manipulated, turned into something wicked
arid untrue. If we keep ourselves ignorant and buy
into the stereotypes, we begin to feed the slaveholder's
dream. It is time to move forward from that place.

How much do lowe you?

You have told me that lowe my self-respect, my
intelligence and my dignity, all things I refuse to give
up. The amount has been totaled, and it's not worth fit
ting in.

How much do lowe you?

I will not give more than what is due. But, I will

generously give my love, my drive and my joy to my

culture. I will give charity, patience and faith to my

race. I want to give my laughs, my inspirations, my
hopes and my dreams.

The generational curse of self-oppression must end.

We should only pay what is due
and this state of mind has already

taken far too much.

I refuse to be another black

statistic. I will not give my race
the right to determine my future.

-Kris Ogungbemi, African
American, high school junior, Ohio.

What's in a Name?

l once thought I saw Kiesha or Tiffany when I

looked in the mirror. A girl whom people from
my neighborhood could respect, a girl who always said
and did the right thing. I tried to mimic her relaxed
style, the way she wore a frown or smile that said, ''I'm

cool." She was someone that definitely wouldn't answer
to McAfee.

So when I adjusted my glasses and focused again,
the reflection in the mirror staring back at me was nei
ther Kiesha nor Tiffany. The girl in the mirror was me, .

Melissa Brown-McAfee.

I never said what others wanted to hear. The word
"cool" often became a distant memory; since it was
hard to experience it in our apartment that lacked air
conditioning during those hot summer days. Winter
days were far from cool; it was outright freezing! My
face had it easy, carrying the light weight of slanted
eyes, straight eyelashes, barely-there eyebrows and lips.
However, the rest of my head pulled double-duty, toler
ating woolly hair braided down my back, thick enough
to keep anyone warm on a Chicago winter night.

To say I was unhappy with my name and looks is
an understatement. "Dreadfully unsatisfied and con
stantly disappointed" would likely describe my feelings.
Like Juliet's feelings upon discovering that Romeo was
a Montague, the son of her father's worst enemy. Like
Esperanza in The House on Mango Street, who inherited
the name of her grandmother, I also wished for a life

Page 8 Skipping Stones Nov. - Dec. 2009



How Far Have We Come?

It all started with a slave
Lonely on a plantation, no connection to the outside world

It all started when that slave began to sing
Words of struggle, plans of escape

How far have we come?

Louis Armstrong
Orphaned, hopeless, feeling alone, despondent

Being welcomed into a Russian-Jewish home that endorsed his talent
And lay before him a gleaming trumpet

Chuck Berry
His whole body creating music

His fingers flash across the neck of the guitar, a blur
His famous duck walk

His enveloping spirit, his remarkable ability
Beads of sweat trickling down his face, each moment on stage a delight

Robert Johnson
Relatively unknown, only a trace left behind

Shrouding people with soulful blues, soft melancholy melodies
Confronted by the devil

Given the gift of music, a guitar and beautiful voice
Living his dream

How far have we come?
More than fame and stardom

The musicians have left imprints on society
Bringing forth inspiration, laying the foundation for generations to come.

-Isabelle Lesh, age 12, California.

Isabelle says: "This poem was originally
an assignment for school. Our principal
put together a presentation about African
American musicians during the Black
History Month. When we got back to
our class, our teacher gave us a homework
assignment to write a poetic rqlection on
what we had just seen. I jumped on the
opportunity and drew a picture of Louis
Armstrong, one of the figures mentioned in
my poem. At my school and at home, I have
always been taught that every person is the
same inside and has feelings and emotions,
no matter what they look like or what they
believe. I have spent my life learning and
being reminded of this concept. JJ

Skipping Stones

bigger than the one I had acquired and longed to be
someone else; someone better than I thought I was.

I am the granddaughter of Lee Bong, a strong
willed Chinese man who fought in the Hong Kong
War. .He was a businessman who loved his daughter
at a time when it was uncommon for a girl with an

Asian father and African-American mother to exist. My
ancestors from Ireland and Africa created a long line of
McAfees with skin that spans the color spectrum, from
the lightest shades of cream to the darkest ebony. I am
somewhere in between.

Today I am a middle school language arts teacher
who witnesses many students crammed awkwardly into
desks on their first day of school, dreading the roll call.
Some cringe in their seats when their name is mispro
nounced while others ache to be addressed by a middle

Nov. - Dec. 2009

name or nickname. Watching my students in those
moments, I am transported back to my days of similar
embarrassment. But I don't share my earlier discomfort
or preach about how to overcome it. Instead, I spend
the school year sharing rich stories of others, like that
of Juliet, who decided to love Romeo even when he
didn't own a name that would make her family proud.
And we read the story of Esperanza, who realized her

name did not determine her success.

So what's in a name? In my
name is strength, innovation and
wit. All of which sum up the person
I see in the mirror, smiling, because
I'm me, and I no longer want to be
anyone else.

-Melissa Harris, elem. teacher, fllinois.
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"Since elementary school, my weakest subject

has bem math, and now that I'm in high school, it

is the same. I don't know why-it's as if I am not

interested-everl though I do always try to improve

and analyze the problem. Maybe it is because ofstress

due to tiredness. How can I come up and start again?

Every time our math class comes, I just feel sleepy. "

-Roselyne 1.,The Philippines.

Dear Roselyne,

I am very grateful that you shared your

math experience with me. I admire your open
ness in looking at yourself and sharing what
you see in yourself. I hope many people write
with your honesty and integrity.

In some cultures and countries, boys are consid
ered talented in math, while girls are not encouraged
to excel in math or sciences. I do not believe in that

concept. I was always drawn to math as a child, though
I was a girl. My opinion is that some peoples' brains
are wired through musical, poetic or scientific filters.
People differ in their style of thinking. Everyone needs
help in some particular style of thinking.

I am interested in hearing from you whether you
enjoy music, arts, memorizing a poem or playing soft
ball more. Perhaps, you may have more aptitude or
interest in subjects other than math.

If you go to a-large school, remember that it might
help to see a counselor at school to investigate whether
you might be placed in a suitable math class for you.

I read your letter over and over, thinking of the
many young people I have heard comment how they
feel about their math classes. It occurred to me that I
am well-acquainted with a well-loved math teacher in
our city. I took the liberty to show her your letter, and
she was very interested in your querry. Charlotte, the
math teacher, has been an engineer, has co-authored a
book and worked in research jobs where she needed to

use a lot of math.

Her first comment was very interesting. She wrote
in her e-mail: "Your feelings about math are very
common here in the United States. I teach math at a
college and have heard similar comments from hun
dreds of my students." To be candid with you, she

went on to say that

though she has

been involved with
math all her life, she

never felt like she
"fit in" when study

ing math.

Charlotte
shared, "I believe
that if it weren't for

some particularly
lucky situations
I had as a child, I
would not be able

to do math today.

"My father was an emotional, intuitive man who
was also a mathematician. From watching and listen
ing to him, I concluded early that numbers were alive,

happy and dancing with each other. When I went to
school and felt I was being told that math was only
rules and dead symbols that I needed to push around,
I didn't give that idea much power because I already,
knew differently. It helped that I had a twin sister in my

class who also knew the whole story about numbers."

Charlotte suggests three things for you and others
in a similar situation:

1. Right now, this very minute, stop telling yourself
that there is anything wrong with you. There are mil
lions of people in your situation, so it can't be just your
problem. The real problem is that we teach math from
a limited vision, as if numbers are dead and boring.

2 Each time the cloud comes over you, switch to
positive sayings such as, "Math is my friend," or "I can
do this math."

3. My research and experience have taught me
that most people who are uncomfortable with math
became that way because math is not taught in a way
that makes sense to them. Try to find a teacher or tutor

who will teach you beautiful math as a fun, vibrant
model of our beautiful world.

Dear Roselyne, your letter spaarked the idea to ask
Charlotte to share more (see p. 11).

In Peace,
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+ I x -- °/0 Big -' Picture Math + - I X -- °/0

"When I see the big picture, then I want the details,

because there is a vacuum that sucks them in."

Another way to do this is to understand that the
bottom number of any fraction tells us how big the

groups are that the top number is being divided into.

-Rogerfrom Arizona.

Many of us were taught, or are taught, math

in a linear fashion. The focus is on course

content, and we pass through the material progressively

from one step to another, similar to walking down a

path of stepping stones between two end points. This

procedure requires us to learn or merely accept steps

and rules, and remember the previous steps as the pro

cess moves along. This strategy works for some, but

many students are left behind at various points because

they do not process information in a linear manner.

To reach my diverse student population, I use a

"big picture" approach as much as I can. Not only does

this technique give information in a different order, but

more importantly, it provides us with an understand

ing or structure on which we can organize and place

the details that will come later. Such a comfortable and

familiar reference point or analogy gives meaning and

order so we will not get lost with subsequent informa

tion or facts. Here are three examples:

• Picture it fIrst. Before discussing the formulas for

fractions and decimals, we first draw a picture to help

us visualize what we're dealing with.

A teacher hands out a piece of paper that says,

"Draw a picture that shows 1/5 or 20% of something."

One person draws an automobile that shows that his
spare wheel is 1/5 of his car's wheels. Another person

draws himself, his wife, his cat, and his two daughters,

and writes that he is 20% of his family.

• Where it all fIts. Many of us learned how to

divide by multiples of 10 (i.e., 100,0.1,0.001) by

remembering that we need to count decimal places.

Depending on the situation, we had to memorize if the

decimal goes left or right. Typical problems are:

1367.54

1000

1367.54

100

1367.54

0.1

The first fraction is asking us: How many thousands

do we have? We simply look at the thousands spot on

top, and there's a 1. So we start counting whole num

bers there. We have 1.36754 of the thousands (our

answer).

The second fraction is asking us: How many hun

dreds do we have? We have a 3 in the hundreds spot on

top, so we start counting whole numbers up to there.

And 13.6754 is the answer.

The third fraction is asking us: How many tenths

do we have? We have a 5 in the tenths spot in the top

number, so we start counting w~ole numbers from

there. And 13675.4 is the answer.

• Making the connection. Analogies or metaphors

are useful to present the overall concept, including

cause and result as well as interconnections. Analogies

do not have to perfectly match all the details of the

mathematical rules.

A woman at the Southern Oregon Women's Access

to Credit, SOWAC, described how she teaches future

business owners about the accounting systems that are

often perceived to be complicated and intimidating.

"Some students don't actually 'get it' until they've told

their story-a reality check for them against their life

and what they are hearing," she said.

At SOWAC, the teacher presents a concept. Then

students, one by one, check out their understanding of

the concept by relating it to something in their own

lives to see if they've made the right assumptions. The

teacher validates the student's contribution by com

menting on the similarities and differences between the

student's personal analogy and the mathematical prin

ciples and procedures.

A big-picture approach opens up a whole
new understanding of math. UTe can experience
math in its natural state as a beautiful, pow
eiful and often simple system that models our
own world. We all can feel glad to be a part of it.

-Charlotte Behm teaches mathematics at LAne

Community College in Oregon. You may contact Charlotte

through Skipping Stones or via E-mail: behmc@)anecc.edu.

PS: You may enjoy reading her book, Clueless at the Top.
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Something's Fishy About This Guy

A multitude of colorful fish started thrashing
about as the diver's flippers broke the surface

of the water. Descending in a cloud of bubbles, vol
unteer diver, Tim Baskin, slowly swam to the center
of the 350,000 gallon tank, located at the Long Beach
Aquarium of the Pacific. More than 2,000 fish, rep
resenting 200 species, followed his every move. Why?
Because the fish knew it would soon be feeding time,
and one of the larger fish, a Humphead Napoleon
Wrasse, could smell a special treat: live crab.

Three other divers entered the tank with
baskets of fish chunks and squid. The fish
darted from one diver to another, hoping
to catch a bit of the food, which was slowly
released from the baskets. Baskin hovered
in the middle of the tank and used a special
built-in microphone in his dive suit to talk
about the different species of fish in the tank,
especially about the Humphead Wrasse.

"The Humphead Wrasse has strong,
powerful jaws with protruding front teeth," says Baskin.
"When we give him the live crab, you can actually hear
the Wrasse crunching on the shell underwater."

In the wild, the Humphead Wrasse eats crab and
other mollusks. They are also one of the very few ani
mals able to eat poisonous sea creatures and survive.

The Humphead Napoleon Wrasse has captured
much attention at the aquarium because of its ability
to change from a girl to a boy! Life for the Humphead
Wrasse starts out in the Indo-Pacific Ocean. Its parents
release free-floating eggs and sperm into the ocean.
This is called broadcast spawning. The fertilized eggs
float until they hatch. Unfortunately, many do not
survive and instead become food for other fish. Once
the tiny fish hatch, the baby Humphead Wrasse is com
pletely on its own. It receives no protection or care
from either of its parents. While young, the Humphead
is called a juvenile fish and is neither male nor female.
Its coloring is light green with beige, tattoo-like mark
ings and yellow fins and tail. After about five years, the
Humpheads will be considered mature and classified as
females. They will retain their light coloring and will
grow to two or three feet in length. However, a select
few will begin their drastic transformation into domi
nant males.

According to Paul Clarkson, a Marine Biologist

and Assistant Curator of Fishes and Invertebrates at the
Aquarium of the Pacific, "There has been very little
study on the Humphead Wrasse. We don't know why
some of them turn into males. It could be that there's a
shortage of males for mating, and this is nature's way of
keeping the species alive."

Once a particular Humphead starts its change from
a female into a male, the change is quite dramatic. The

Humphead increases in
size. The largest male dis
covered was about 8 feet
long and weighed close to
500 pounds! The male also
grows a large hump on its
forehead, hence the name
Humphead Napoleon
Wrasse. He takes on more
colorful scales, turning a
brilliant blue and green.

The lower lip of the fish grows until it is protruding.

The Long Beach Aquarium acquired their
Humphead Wrasse about five years ago, and they esti
mate that he was about 15 years old. He is close to four
feet long and weighs about 30 pounds. The Humphead
Wrasse grow very slowly.

"We are very excited to have this fish at the
Aquarium," says Clarkson, "because he will provide us
with long-term observation. We have another 15 or
20 years to watch him grow and change, which will
provide researchers with better information about this
species."

At the Long Beach Aquarium, the Humphead
Wrasse has remained very healthy. This is due to the
diligent efforts of the marine biologists and dive teams
on staff. Water temperatures and quality are kept with
in strict levels 24 hours a day, and divers enter the tank
twice each day to clean and inspect the fish.

According to Clarkson, the only times they wor
ried about the Humphead are when he showed up
with white flecks or dots on his head. This could have
been a sign of disease. They eventually determined that
he was only taking an afternoon nap on the gravel bot
tom of the aquarium and ended up with some of it
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stuck in his head. Kind oflike bed head!

In the wild, they are very curious creatures,
becoming easy targets for spear fishing. In addition,
the Humphead are a delicacy on the Asian market,
commanding enormous prices for even a small plate
sized fish. The lips of the Humphead bring even more
money, so fishermen do not think about the conse
quences of killing the large, mature males.

"When the large males are taken from their natural
habitat," says Clarkson, "it could take another four or
five years for a new male to grow old enough to start
reproducing again. This can wipe out the entire species
in a given area."

There is even a practice, in some countries, of
spreading cyanide over the coral reef to make har
vesting easier. The cyanide temporarily stuns the
Humphead, but unfortunately, it destroys the reef and
kills several other species of fish at the same time. Many
countries, including the United States, are trying to
discourage this practice because the reefs are becoming
so damaged that they cannot provide food and shelter
for any fish. Through education and political pressure,
the future survival of the Humphead Napoleon Wrasse
may be brighter.

-Photos and article by Kimberly Davis, California.

Prottle of an Aquarium Diver
Tim Baskin has been a diver at the Lo~g Beach

Aquarium of the Pacific since it opened in 1998. He
volunteers four hours a week at the Aquarium and
dives between two to five times each day he is there.
Sometimes Baskin is the presentation diver, explaining
different facts about various fish in the tanks. Other

Photo: A Diver at the Long Beach Aquarium

times, he helps feed the fish or does observation for
research purposes.

"Volunteering for the Aquarium has been the most
enjoyable thing I've ever done," says Baskin. "In fact, my

wife also does volunteer work here. It is very reward
ing watching the kids get excited about our marine life,
while learning to respect our natural resources."

Baskin is one of 160 divers who volunteer at the
Aquarium. Each must have extensive training and pass
difficult tests in order to qualifY for his or her position.
In addition to being a Rescue Certified Diver with a
minimum of 50 ocean dives, the divers must attend sev
eral classes to learn how to identifY fish, recognize and
control disease and prepare food and feed the fish. The
divers also make safety for themselves and the fish their
main priority. No one ever dives alone.

"Our diving team is so well trained," says Baskin,
"that other aquariums across the country are modeling

their diving groups after ours." -K.D.

Proverbs with Ecological Wisdom

* You can't empty an ocean with a bucket!

* Oil and water don't mix!

* Dilution is the solution to the problem ifpollution!

* There is no such thing as afree lunch.

* Early bird gets the most worms.

* VVhen the moon is full, stars are not bright.

* Rain does notfall on one roif alone.

* No human being is an island to himself.

What do they mean? Can you write a few more?
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Mermaids?

H i! I am Ella. I wanted to write about mer

maids. They really fascinate me, because they

are mysterious. They are awesome in so many ways.
Because, well... they are half human and half fish, and
maybe they're real and maybe they're not. There are

also so many stories about them. My mom works at

the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco..
It is awesome to go there to see all the interesting ani
mals. Every time I go there, I learn at least one new

thing. It is definitely worth standing in line to see the
extraordinary rainforest, realistic planetarium show and
awesome aquarium. And, of course, there is Claude. He
is an albino alligator. He used to have a friend, named

Bonnie. She bit his toe off, and he had to have surgery.

I felt like doing research about mermaids. So, I
interviewed Laurie Kormos and Alison Rusch, real sci
entists at the Academy. I asked them these questions:

Do you believe in mermaids?

What is your proif that mermaids exist?
How would you interact if you saw a mermaid?

What is yourfavorite part ifworking with sea animals?

Alison was open-minded to all mermaid possibili-
ties, while Laurie said that she did not believe in them.
I asked why not, and she said that crossing two differ
ent species had never worked. I asked Alison why she
was open, and she said that so much of the oceans had
not been explored. Who knows what could be in those
seas? But, what we think might be mermaids could
actually be different things like manatees. Sailors used

to think that manatees were mermaids. Laurie said that

maybe, like Alison believes, mermaids are real because
there are mermaid purses-which are what baby sharks

come out of.

If she saw a mermaid, Laurie said that she would

have over a billion questions but that she would be a

little bit scared. Alison said that when she first saw the
mermaid she would probably hide behind a rock or

something. They both would want to know how the
mermaid could breathe underwater and would say,
"Take me with you!"

Both scientists said that working with sea animals
was the best job that they ever had. Laurie said that it
was so much fun learning about different species in the
water. Alison said that you feel so good when you dis
cover something new about a creature.

I like mermaids, because when I tell people about
them, they always say, "Hum, I never thought about
mermaids and never knew that about them." It is

really cool to think about a creature that has never
been discovered before. Some people think that

everything has been explored., but there are many
things and species that have not been discovered yet

and who knows? Mermaids might be one of them. I
think that they are really imaginary creatures, but as
I always say, no one has proof that they do not exist.

-Ella Sacnga, 9, California. Ella adds: "My mom

works at the California Academy if Sciences. It is awesome

to go there to see all the interesting animals. Every time I go
there, I learn at least one new thing. It is dtifinitely worth

standing in line to see the extraordinary rainforest, realistic

planetarium show and awesome aquarium. JJ

Photo: Biologist Laurie Kormos (Steinhart Aquarium

Laboratory Manager at CA.S) with Ella, holding the fish.

A Healthy Habit: Vickie James, a dietitian and
the director of Healthy Kids Challenge, says, "Having
basic cooking skills with a focus on health can pro
vide an indelible skill that leads to lifelong healthier
habits and a lot of fun. If kids learn confidence in the
kitchen, and can enjoy being active and choosing
healthy foods from an early age, they are much more
likely to continue such practices in adulthood."
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Chris and Odie Best Friends!

O ne can want a dog for many reasons: to play
fetch, to snuggle or to have a friend.

Seventh grader Chris Reichel wanted a dog, too,
for all of these reasons, plus one more: He wanted a
dog to help him help himself.

Chris was born two months early, weighing only
three pounds-the size of a pineapple. Because he
wasn't getting the oxygen needed to survive inside his
mother, Chris had to be born, ready or not. Before
turning one year old, he was diagnosed with cerebral
palsy, a disorder caused by injury to the brain. In Chris's
case, this was due to the lack of oxygen. Children with
cerebral palsy may have difficulty seeing, speaking and
moving their arms and legs.

While Chris's mom, Linda, was in Washington, o.c.
teaching legislators about the special needs of children
like Chris, she learned about service dogs. She thought
that might be exactly what Chris needed. She and
Chris discussed it. Chris, too, thought it would be neat
to have a helper and a furry best friend.

Linda began talking to organizations that provide
service dogs. She quickly discovered that applying for
one was difficult and the waiting lists long-up to two
years. She was just about to give up when someone
encouraged them to apply.

Chris was asked to write down why he thought he
should have a service dog and what he thought it could
do for him. Chris recalls writing: "Because I'm
anxious sometimes, I hope for a calm dog to
relax me. And because I can't see very well to
my weaker left side, I hope for a dog that can
help me walk and keep me from falling."

Within three months after applying,
Chris and Linda were told a dog was avail
able. "I couldn't believe it!" says Chris.

Chris Meets Odie

An 18 month old golden retriever was
introduced to Chris, and they began their
training together. "Everything went great,"
says Chris, "until I didn't have my 'happy voice.'" Chris
can't always control the tone or volume of his voice.
At times, he may sound upset, even though he's not.
This dog, however, couldn't recognize that, says Chris.
"Whenever I talked in a loud voice, he whimpered."

Chris was immediately introduced to another
dog-a 3 year old, strong and stocky yellow Labrador.
"The first time I saw him," says Chris, "I fell in love
and named him Odie. Even when I talked without a
'happy voice,' he didn't whimper."

Odie came to live with Chris on his 12th birthday.

The four things Odie helps Chris most with are:
picking up things off the floor, opening doors, help
ing him stand and getting his mom when especially
needed.

"If I'm sitting and want to stand, I tell Odie, 'Odie,
stand by,' and 'Odie, brace,''' says Chris. Odie positions
one of his sides toward Chris so he can place his hands
on Odie's back and push himself up. "The 'Go Get
Mom' command is the coolest," says Chris. "She could
be anywhere in a building and Odie will find her."

The 'French Fries' Test

Before Chris and Odie could venture out together
into the community, they had to pass a series of public
access tests. Chris had to prove to the trainer that he
could control Odie in a crowd. And Odie had to show
the trainer that he could obey. One of the tests was
the "French Fries" test. Chris took Odie into a restau
rant, ordered French fries, and dropped them onto the
floor all around Odie. Chris commanded Odie not to
eat them. Another test involved Chris walking away
from Odie with the command to "stay" until told to
"come." The "Stranger Test" required that Odie will

ingly go with someone else. Chris and
Odie passed every test on the first try.

"May I Pet Him?"

"Odie gets plenty of attention while
out in public," says Chris. "Many people
come up and want to pet him, and most
of the time that's OK... if they ask first,"
he emphasizes. Chris must make sure
he has Odie sitting and under control.
Chris and Odie enjoy the spotlight. But
other handlers and their helpers may

not necessarily like that, reminds Chris. People should
always assume that if a service dog is in uniform, it is
working and should never be .touched. One of Chris'
favorite places to take Odie is to the movie theater.
Odie lies alongside his chair and watches the show, too.

-Cheryl W Wilke, author, Minnesota.
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Nana Jean: What I learned about Grandparenting in China

, 'I love that you
are making the

Chinese babies laugh!
Laughter cuts across all
language barriers!" said
a friend while looking at
this photo, and I thought
how so many things
cross cultures so natu
rally. For example, I find
most babies and small
children will laugh if I
swing my hair. Then I
stop, and there is a won
derful smile for a good photo; this is what hap
pened at a temple in China we visited!

My husband, a.k.a. Pops or Popsie, enjoyed
my connection with this child. He asked, "Did we
enjoy our own children as much as we enjoy our
grandchildren? And do other grandparents feel
the same way?" He explained, the more transgen
erational interactions he sees, the more he finds
we, as grandparents, are not alone in feeling this
way. Something happens between grandparents and
their grandchildren that supplements what chil
dren are getting from their own parents. Whether
grandparents are around because of financial dif
ficulty, sickness, tradition or strong family ties,
they have the ability to be positively involved in
the development of their grandchildren, as well as
receive love and emotional satisfaction from them
in return.

Last July we had the opportunity to spend two
weeks in China and were able to witness many
examples of grandparents spending time with their
grandchildren. In a country where most couples
are only allowed to have one child, both parents
and grandparents want the very best for their
offspring. Many times families would encour
age their children as young as eight or nine to
approach us, ask how we were and welcome us
to China. As children did this, in English, the par
ents and/or grandparents would be beaming with

pride. During the day
when both parents
were working, the chil
dren, including infants,
would be cared for by
their grandparents. This
is exactly what my
photo of the grand
baby with a caring
grandpa exhibits.

With our fam
ily, we have enhanced
our ability to spend
time with our far-flung

grandchildren by having a "Cousins Camp" every
summer. Each year there is a theme, and we often
choose it a year ahead. So far, some themes we
have had are Bunnies, Frogs, and Dinosaurs. This
year-Birds. While we were in China I tried to
get as many bird-themed items as possible. I found
cloisonne birds, birds in jade, calligraphy birds,
embroidered birds, painted birds and a thoroughly
annoying plastic parrot with a silly vocabulary.

Our program at our Cousins Camp this year
included a live rooster, for that is both the shape
and a symbol of China, as well as a play about birds
interacting. The highlights though, were the con
tributions by two of the grandchildren who just
happened to be studying China! Ainsley (6) and
Bella (4) could both count in Chinese and tried
to teach us grown ups. Bella sang an action song
in Chinese, and we all joined in with the actions,
though not the words.

Our memories of China and Chinese fami
lies were enhanced as we worked with our own
grandchildren this summer. Our theme next year?
Insects! And I already have some bugs embedded
in plastic that I have picked up in China.

,Book recommendation: The Hello, Goodbye Window
by Norton Juster and Chris Raschka (Hyperion). It includes
a Nanna and Poppy that look like Nana and Popsie, and
they also have a similar house,

-PreifessorJean Moul~, Oregon. Photo: Robert Moule.
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\lhe ?:,eak, the ;J1an and the ;J1lsslon

T he Himalayas
are the tallest

mountain range in the
world and are located
between China, Nepal,
India and Pakistan. The
peaks jutting out here
reach up to almost six
miles from sea level, tow
ering above a region torn
by ethnic and racial wars
for thousands of years.
Perhaps the least recog
nized mountain in the
world in proportion with
its enormous height is K2, the second tallest peak in
the world, next to Mount Everest. K2 is located on
the Pakistani-Chinese border. Because it has a higher
fatality rate than Everest, K2 has been nicknamed "The
Savage Mountain." Approximately one in four climbers
do not survive the climb, making K2 perhaps the most
formidable peak in the world.

At the age of 35, Greg Mortenson had just lost his
sister to a violent epileptic seizure. He was close to her
throughout her life, and he wanted to climb a moun
tain in her memory. He decided to climb K2 with
three others. During their 70-day ordeal, Mortenson
was unable to reach the summit because the group was
forced to rescue an injured climber.

After leaving his group, Mortenson became lost in
the mountains. While wandering through Northern
Pakistan, in a very frail condition, he came near the
small village of Korphe. The villagers nursed him back
to health. He showed his gratitude to the villagers by
promising to build a school for Korphe because the vil
lage had no means of educating its children.

Mortenson returned to the United States and
struggled to come up with the money and resources
needed to build a school on the other side of the
world. Finally, Jean Hoerni, a philanthropist based in
Seattle, took pity on Mortenson and funded his school
in Korphe.

Once the school was finished, Mortenson began
receiving requests for schools around Northern
Pakistan. With the help of Hoerni, Mortenson found
ed the Central Asian Institute, CAl, in May of 1996
and began building schools around Pakistan and

Afghanistan. During
Mortenson's work, some
fundamentalist Afghans
formed the Taliban, meaning
"Students of God," which
provided renewed fervor
into Mortenson~s effort.
Mortenson believed that
providing the children in the
region with an education
will decrease the support for
the Taliban and increase the
quality oflife in the area.

This humanitarian effort
of titanic proportions was

not met with the world's approval Mortenson had
hoped. Several Islamic extremists condemned the edu
cation of women, and even fellow Americans sent
hate mail concerning the education of Muslim chil
dren. During a stint in Waziristan in northern Pakistan,
Mortenson was kidnapped for eight days before being
released. However, Mortenson continued building
schools, one at a time, despite these discouraging events.

Mortenson's organization and efforts have helped
52,000 students in both Pakistan and Afghanistan
through the 84 schools they have built so far, as well as
the refugee camps they constructed after a devastating
earthquake in Pakistan in 2005.

In 2006, Greg Mortenson published the book
Three Cups ofTea, about his failed attempt of K2 and
his work to improve educational opportunities for boys
and girls in Pakistan and Afghanistan. The title of the
book comes from a Pakistani proverb:

"The first time you share tea with a Balti (the people
if Baltistan in Pakistan), you are a stranger. The second
time you take tea, you are an honored guest. The third
time you share a cup of tea, you become family."

Greg Mortenson became family with the peo
ples of Pakistan by building schools and founding the
Central Asian Institute. You can help the CAl through
donations and volunteer work. If you are interested in
aiding this humanitarian effort, contact CAl through
their web site: www.ikat.org

Three Cups oITea by Greg Mortenson and David
Oliver Relin (Penguin) is also available from CAl in dif
ferent versions, for kids, young adults and adults.

-Art and article by Haluk Aka}j 14, Turkey..
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Diwali: The Indian Festival of Lights
Getting Ready for Diwali

Diwali is a joyful and colorful holiday. Esha and her
mom do many special things to get ready. A few days

before, Esha will help her Mom place 21 diyas around

the house. The Sharmas set up rows of diyas along the

front and back porch railings. They also place one diya
in each room.

On the evening of Diwali, just after sunset, Esha's
mom will light each diya until it blows out at nightfall.
Her mom says that, here in the U.S., the fickle autumn

winds blow the diyas out much more quickly than in

India.

Nov. - Dec. 2009

Elaborate Feasts

Diwali is also a time to
celebrate with food. Esha's

mom always cooks a tradi
tional Indian dinner. This
past October, she served aloo
(spiced potatos) with puri
(POO-ree), a whole wheat,
fried flat bread. For dessert,
the family enjoyed many

Indian sweets, including kheer
(rice cooked in sugared milk
and garnished with dry fruits
and cardamom) and ladoos
(round sweets made with
gram flour). Esha's mom also

brought home her favorite
dessert,gulab jamunns (GOO

lab ja-MOONs). These are deep-fried dumplings made
with milk powder and pastry flower, soaked in sugar
syrup and served hot!

Traditional Indian Dress

During this festival, after Esha gets home from
school, she changes into a traditional north Indian
dress called a salwar kameez (SAL-waar ka-MEES). A
salwar kameez is a knee-length tunic spun in Indian silks

(or cotton) and embroidered or beaded with colorful
designs. The tunic is worn over matching loose pants
that are tied at the waist with a slender white rope.
A long dupatta (DOO-pa-ta) or scarf, drapes over the
neck in a complimentary color and design.

Skipping Stones

W hat is your fav~rit~ holiday? Is i.t Halloween
in October wIth Its spooky tnck or treat

ers haunted house tours and treat bags bursting with,
candy? Or, is it Thanksgiving in November with its

roasted turkey crammed with apple and walnut stuff
ing?

Esha Sharma, a ten year old Indian girl from

Norwalk, Connecticut, celebrates the Hindu (Hin
DOO) festival of Diwali (DEE-wahl-ee). Esha's Dad,

Arun, and Mom, Juhi, are Hindus born in the state of
Punjab in northern India. Hindus all over India cel
ebrate Diwali, the five-day Festival of Lights, in October
or November, decided by the Hindu lunar calendar.

What Is Diwali?

Diwali or Deepawali
means "row of lights."
There are many differ
ent origins (and customs)

for this holiday, but in
Northern India, the leg
end of the Ramayana is

popular.

In the Ramayana, the
good prince, Rama, who
has been forced to leave
his kingdom of Ayoddhya
for fourteen years, returns
home after having defeat
ed the demon Ravana.
Diwali celebrates the vic
tory of Rama, symbolizing the triumph of good over
evil, light over darkness and knowledge over ignorance.

The citizen ~f Ayoddhya set up rows and rows of

lamps called diyas (DEE
yahs) to celebrate his
return. A diya is a tiny clay
lamp, sometimes hand
painted with intricate
designs, that holds a votive
candle. Hindus also believe
that Lakshmi, the god
dess of wealth, will visit a
home lit in sparkling lights
and shower it with riches.
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A Time for Prayer

After everyone is dressed, the family gathers for
the puja (POO-ja) or prayers at home. For a puja, Esha
and her mom put statues of god and goddesses on the
kitchen counter, placing diyas and mithai (MEE-tie-e)

or sweets as offerings before them. The Sharmas put a
statue of Lasksmi Oak-SHMEE), the goddess of wealth

and Ganesh, the elephant god, on the puja altar. They
will then recite prayers and hymnals in their honor.

Celebrating Diwali at School

There is a large and vibrant Indian community
in Norwalk. So, a few years ago, Esha's mom gath

ered with other Indian parents and asked the school
principal if their children could celebrate Diwali as an
important ethnic holiday.

Now, in every October or November, the school
children at Columbus Magnate in Norwalk honor the
festival of Diwali through art and dance. Both Indian
and American children perform traditional dances
before the entire school body. Notice boards in the
school feature artwork illustrating the festival of lights
and showcasing photos of family celebrations. Schools
across the country are introducing festivals and holidays
from various cultures.

Esha says that she's happy to be an Indian girl
growing up in America. As an American, she enjoys
celebrating Halloween, Christmas and Thanksgiving.
And as an Indian, she treasures Diwali, the festival of
lights. (In 2009, Diwali was celebrated on Oct. 16-19.)

- Virginia Abraham, educator, Connecticut.

Nov. - Dec. 2009

M y very first trip to the Taj Mahal was when
I visited India. It was on the last day of my

"Palace on Wheels" trip to the city ofAgra. We took a

tour with everyone in my group, and on the bus I was

so excited to get to see the actual Taj Mahal! Honestly, I
thought I'd never get to do this.

When we arrived, I was amazed to see the great
majesty and luxury of the pure marble Taj Mahal. I
took so many pictures that I filled half of my cam
era's memory card! We got to go inside the building
and to my surprise, I found that the splendor indoors
was as amazing as it was outside. The entire palace was
made of marble and semi-precious gems that seemed
to sparkle everywhere you went. In the middle of the
grand palace were the tombs of the King and his very
precious Queen, for whom he built the Taj Mahal in
the first place.

We all went with the tour guide as he told us about
the history of the king and his queen, what happened
and why the Taj Mahal was constructed. He also told us
lots of neat facts, like how it took 20,000 workers and
22 years to complete the Taj Mahal. At the end, we all
got to relax because we had been walking for so long, it
felt like our feet were on fire!

I was sad when it was time to leave one of the most
exciting wonders of the world. I promised myself that
I would never ever forget these moments of my life.
Before we left, we took pictures of us holding the Taj
Mahal. If you were there, I bet you would have felt as
thrilled as
I did!

-Ajay
VclSisht,

11, Indian
American,

NewJersey.

Photo:
Ajayenjoy

ing his
Jamily visit

to the Taj
Mahallast
Christmas

vacation.
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Sarah's dad frequently visited India for his job.
This time, she accompanied him with the

promise that she would try new things. On their sec
ond day, after visiting his office in Bangalore, he asked
the driver to stop at a small cinder block building.

"You have survived on French fries and cheese
sandwiches at the hotel," her dad explained. "Now, I
want to show you how good Indian food can be. Grab
your camera." Sarah had never eaten Indian food before
and was not sure what to expect.

The restaurant was crowded and noisy. The room
was decorated with bare cinder block walls and flypa
per. The tables looked dirty. Sarah wasn't so sure a meal
in here could be anything but gross.

Despite Sarah's hesitation, they were greeted by a
smiling young woman in a sari who seated them. In the
back of the room Sarah could see the kitchen, which
had no walls separating it from the dining area. Dad
pointed to some items on the simple menu and the
smiling lady walked to the kitchen and recited their
order in a language Sarah did not recognize.

The people in the kitchen paused
and turned to Sarah and her dad. He
raised his hand and smiled, and they
smiled back and returned to their tasks.

"Would you like to see what they are
doing?" Dad asked.

Sarah said nothing but held onto her
camera as they got up and walked to the
back of the room. The kitchen reminded
her of a busy family cooking dinner for
holiday guests. Five women and girls
were washing and cutting vegetables,
stirring pots, wiping counters and ignoring flies. Sarah
felt her kitchen at home was more modern and clean.

In the back corner was a man who appeared to be
kneading dough with his hands. He looked at her and
smiled. Sarah saw he had no front teeth! He beckoned
her with his flour-covered hand. Sarah was unsure and
looked up at her dad.

"It's okay," assured Dad. "He's making Roti, a type
of flat bread.You might want to take some pictures."

The cook waved her over. Sarah turned on her
camera and stood beside him. She saw flour, a bowl of

water, a bottle of oil and a blob of rising dough.Waiting
on a wooden board were 6 small balls of dough. She
held up her camera and took pictures.

The cook took one dough ball and flattened it
between his hands until it was a flat oval. It reminded
Sarah of a misshaped tortilla. He worked so fast that all
six balls were tortilla shaped before Sarah could take
many pictures.

The cook then stepped to the side and lifted a
clay lid that was sitting on the counter. He pointed for
Sarah to look inside. Sarah peered into the hole in the
counter and was met by a blast of heat. Inside the hole
was a big clay pot with burning embers on the bottom.
The cook then began slapping the rotis on the inside
of the clay pot. The rotis stuck to the sides and began
to bubble. Sarah was not expecting this-the rotis were
baking vertically, not flat in an oven!

"This is called a tandoori oven," explained Dad. "It
gets very hot and the roti maker must know exactly
when to remove them before they burn."

Sarah watched as the roti-maker used
a pole to peel off the rotis when he was
satisfied they were ready. She was so fas
cinated by this process she nearly forgot
she had a camera. She quickly took a few
more pictures and then went back to her
table with her dad.

"Now we get to taste it," said her
dad as the women in the kitchen began
bringing bowls of lentils, cut tomatoes
and cucumbers, rice and sauces. Then the
roti-maker carried the six rotis on a plate.
They were hot, bubbly and brown. The
smell made Sarah's stomach growl.

The roti-maker seemed proud to share his rotis
and Sarah remembered when she once had no front
teeth, either. She turned on her camera to show them
her pictures. The kitchen women gathered with the
roti-maker and giggled with delight at the tiny images.
Sarah was pleased to have something to share.

Sarah took a picture of the meal, and then tasted
the roti. It was warm and yeasty. She looked up at the
roti-mak~r and said, "Thank you." He smiled warmly,
nodded his head, and went back to the busy kitchen.

-Robin Tyndall is a new writer based in North Carolina.
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My Goat, Brownie

I t was the first day in weeks that we didn't have
to hide. Instead, we had to pack. We were mov

ing to Jordan to stay with our cousins. Dad said the war
planes had stopped dropping bombs-for a while. So
we needed to go before they started again.

I was still scared. Last week, hiding in the corner of
the bedroom, I peeked out the window to see Brownie
our little goat. She was scared too and hid in her shed:
For three weeks my mom, dad, sister Dima and I had
run to the back of the house every time we heard the
bombs fall. It seemed like we were stuck in that room
for so long. Dad took care of Brownie because he and
Mom wouldn't let us go outside.

Then Mom finally said: "Monir, you may go out
side today." I ran to feed Brownie. She made her happy
sounds, like the bah bah of a sheep as I petted her, feel
ing her ropey fur and the muscles on her back. She
had long lashes and funny bright blue eyes. She liked
to push her head against the door of the shed. Mom
and Dad said we had to leave her here with the neigh
bors, and they'll take care of her. But I didn't think our
neighbors really liked animals, including Brownie.

My great uncle Hamid gave me Brownie for my
seventh birthday. Uncle Hamid used to take us differ
ent places, and he liked to tell us stories. Like one time
when he was nine, like me, he was walking to school
early in the morning when it was still dark. All of a
sudden, a hyena popped out from behind some trees. It
started chasing him, and he ran all the way home!

I missed my uncle. He died last year, but his wife,
Aunt Aziza, still lived in the same house.

My sister, Dima, came outside with me after break
fast, and we sat with Brownie.

Then, all of a sudden, I had an idea. I looked at
Dima and I could tell she knew what I was thinking.
"Let's take Brownie to Aunt Aziza! She'll take good
care of her."

While our parents were busy inside the house,
Dima and I found a rope to use as a leash. At first
Brownie didn't want to move, and she was too heavy
even for both of us to push. After a few minutes, she
decided to walk with us. We went up the hill. I remem
bered the way from last summer.

When we were almost to the busy part of town, an
old man with a flock of sheep walked toward us. He
stopped walking and looked at us.

"Good morning, habibti."

"Hello, ami."

The shepherd took a step
back and looked Brownie)
over. "You have a nice goat. ;~

What do you want for him?"

I hadn't expected any questions. "Oh, urn. It's a she.
We don't want anything. We are going to Jordan and
can't keep her, so we're taking her to our Aunt Aziza."

The man looked very serious. I wasn't sure if he
believed me. But then I saw a little smile on his face.

"Well, now, that's too bad." He paused, then said,
"You are Darwish?!" Darwish is our last name.

I wondered how he knew that, but nodded.

Now the man's smile grew to a huge grin, and he
laughed. "Your Uncle Hamid! I knew him!"

Suddenly, I remembered who he was! Shepherd
Ali had visited Uncle Hamid's home for dinner, and I
remembered how kind he had been.

Shepherd Ali knelt down and put a hand on each
of our shoulders. "Children, you must go home. Your
parents must be worried about you. I know your Aunt
Aziza, and she is too old to take care of any more ani
mals. If you leave your goat with me, I promise I will
take good care of her until you return."

I knew he was right. Dima and I cried and took
turns hugging and saying goodbye to Brownie. Just as
we turned to go home, Shepherd Ali said, "When you
come back home, you will see Brownie again." And
although I was still sad to leave Brownie, those words
made me feel better.

When we got home, Mom was in the doorway. She
had tears on her face, "Where were you two?" Then
Dima and I started to cry as well.

"We were going to give Brownie to Aunt Aziza,
but we met Shepherd Ali. We gave Brownie to him
instead," I said, wiping tears from my cheeks.

Mom hugged both of us. Then Dima and I went
back to our rooms to finish packing.

We're in Jordan now. We've been here for a few
weeks. We are getting used to it. It's a lot like home. I
like my cousins, aunts and uncles here, but I still miss
Uncle Hamid, Brownie, Shepherd Ali, my friends and
my house in Palestine. I hope one day we can go back.

-Dalal Musa, Palestinian American, Virginia.
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A song can make you feel like you are soaring on the breath of angels

But it can also make you so desperately miss something, your heart aches

A piece of music is universal

Music does not know the difference between American or Dutch, child or senior

Music shatters language barriers

And music can not see the color ofyour skin

A song can touch your heart and leave something that was not there before

It can take you on an adventure beyond your wildest dreams

Without you ever having left your bedroom

It can make you feel like you're king of the world

And then completely worthless in a heartbeat

Music is magical, but I believed in it

Long after I gave up on unicorns and fairy princesses

Forest

The Dar"
New Yor" Streets

The leaves ...

Jumped with glee and

Hopped with happiness.

The twigs...

Cracked crisply and

Snapped like pencils.

The trees...

Swayed gracefully and

Hung silently.

The animals...

Ran peacefully and

Sang beautifully.

The sun...

Shone sweetly and

Brightened the world.

The wind...

Carried many secrets and

Swooshed elegantly.

The forest is a masterpiece,

And hopefully it will stay that way!

-Emma Walker, 13, Pennsylvania.

In an alley
They search for food

They are lonely,
if you've seen them.

In the winter
shivering

from the cold
looking

for clothes everywhere to keep warm
Hoping for a home.

-Alec Cunic, 12, Pennsylvania.

S~ipping Stones StewMusic:

-,Carolilla Zheng, age 12, Chinese American, New York. She adds:
"]11 thc.ftlture, ] l/lould like to be an artisit, but] still have a long way to go. "

Music has made me dream, hope, laugh, cry and hold on

It hasn't helped me escape from the outside world

But music has pushed me back in and given me the courage to face that world

Music has helped me endure disappointments and roadblocks

That I've encountered in my journey through life

The gift of music is a remarkable one

And it has changed my life in ways I never thought possible

In music, each instrument

Whether the bagpipes, violin, or tuba

All come together to form a harmony

Each instrument making one beautiful sound

Not what they have in common

For a little while

The only chaos is the dischord of melody and countermelody

Clashing together in a rising crescendo

For this short while

Grades and schoolwork fade into the background

The saxophone and the trumpet are in command

Music is my passion

When everything else around me is in chaos

I will push in my earbuds

And suddenly all my troubles will be washed away

Like the cobblestone streets after a morning shower
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CULTURAL COllAGE
Music and Cultures
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-Anm N Toke, Editor & Publisher

-Sarah Busse, 9, Florida,
composed this songJor a Social
Studies project. Her dad helped

her notate it on the computer.
She hopes to write more songs.
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-Jessica Ball, 15, Missouri, has German,
Norwegian and American Indian heritage. She
wrote this poem because she thinks that many
people in America don 't give a second thought to
racial slurs. She grew up with friends if all kinds
ifnationalities and believes that everyone was cre
ated equal, no matter what their national anthem!

America: the promised land

Where any wishers, hopers, dreamers can

Become anything they want to be

And escape their homeland's treachery,

Support their families' and their own

Yearnings for a better home,

And all the while look above,

Look up to the flag they'll come to love,

Teach their children to uphold

The manners-and morals-of old

That the founding fathers laid

But now in modern times betrayed,

Dimming America's bright light

That calls out to suffering in flight,

Revealing the cold reality

That there still is no equality

To be found, because the screams

Of racial slurs will shatter dreams,

Echoing throughout the land,

Even though it seemed the fathers had

Abolished unfairness to the face

Of different colors, different race

Long ago, but it was a lie,

For there are still those who won't abide

By the rules and by the laws,

That there's equality for all-

Even wishers, hopers, dreamers that have

Journeyed to the 'promised land.'

Inequality
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. Tigery

-'TristanJeremy Harrison-Billiat, age 12, Maine, adds:
('This poem started out as a school assignment and turned

into a list ofmythological creatures that I either created myself
or learned about from our Celticfamily history. JJ

Nov. - Dec. 2009

-Natalie

Zemina, 11,

Connecticut.

M y favorite stuffed ani
mal toy is Tigery. How

I grew so attached to him from
the start! He has an adorable,
small, fuzzy face. He used to be
so cuddly and fluffy, and I held
him and brought him everywhere
I went, so now his fur has worn
down. He was my first friend
when I was a young, small child.
He is always there for me when
I am upset. I have built him lots
of accessories like colorful beds,
chairs and clothes. I took him
to every place I went, no mat
ter how long or far we happened
to travel. He had really tiny cute
brown eyes and brown, orange
and white fur all over his frag
ile body. As the long aging years
flew by so fast, we slowly grew
apart and went our separate ways,
until it came to the point when
we no longer spoke our secret
language to one another. He now
sits on my dresser, and he stares
out looking lonely. Now we're
very distant from each other. The
long fun years we spent together
are now a sweet far away memory.
I barely hang out with Tigery, for
we are very different now. He is
now, and always will be very spe
cial to me, and that will never
change.

He is
my favor
ite stuffed
toy in the
whole
world.

Skipping Stones

Once my father told me, "Be rather careful of the creatures of old"

He told me 'bout Jabberwock, a donkey face mock of a dragon

The Cyclops, a creature so big he could touch rooftops

The pesky goblin can give you a clobberin'

The golambi-otrom-bli, the foal of an imp and kathimp

The headless horseman, sure to steal you and your bread

The warlike orc with his pitchfork

The troll who rolls rocks from his mountain home

The griffin named Hiffin who will rob you of food

and a good mood

The witches, and litches

One casts spells at dusk

The other a husk

The nightmare, a horse who can attack with incredible force

The giant, a big mean tyrant

The minotaurs more fierce than dinosaurs

The chitinous korotin, a bug-like thug

But worst of all... is the fubble

A small little creature, no fur

No spikes, nothing of that likes, very light

But still no voracious appetite

No defence, but on offense

He spins dreams, bad Dreams

It sits there watching you dream

Occasionally giving you a scare

You stay there forevermore

For thousands ofyears becoming ancient lore

With no hope

Of escape

All you can do is sit there and mope

He sits there in his shack

Cackling at his little joke.
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Tough Enough
, 'Yippee! I'm going to Monterrey,

Mexico this long weekend," I yell to
everyone in Ms. Hyatt's 5th grade classroom.

"Whatcha gonna do there,javier?" asks
Amanda.

"Hang out with my cousins. They're in
high school like my brother Cesar."

Amanda perks up. I smile back at her
and feel my cheeks getting warm. I keep
talking,"Oh, and of course, I'll play with
my baby brother jose.We're gonna watch
"Finding Nemo" on our ride down there."

Amanda wrinkles her nose and leans back
in her chair away from me.

"What? He's only two!" I say,"Not like we're
gonna watch Blade."

I sigh. That didn't go right. Cesar's words pop in my
mind-you gotta show them you're tough if you want any
respect.

I look around the room. Everyone is working
quietly, except for Leo, the biggest and toughest kid
in class. I try to do my math warm-ups, but Leo sails
a paper airplane across the room and it lands right in
front ofAmanda, and she starts giggling.

Humph. I lower my head and try not to look. Leo
wins this round.

At recess, I show off some kickboxing moves Cesar
taught me, and the guys copy my moves-that is until
Ms. Hyatt stops us.

"Violent play is against the rules, boys," says Ms.
Hyatt.

I notice Leo smirking a few yards away and coming
toward us.

"That's nothing. My brother is teaching me street
fighting," brags Leo. He snickers,"All your moves are
the same.What a zero!"

My head pounds when the boys turn to listen to
him. Leo steals my thunder and keeps rolling. I slink
away --invisible.

9n our lO-hour car ride to Mexico, after jose is
asleep, I tell Cesar about how Leo ruined everything."I
need another idea on how to be tough."

"Don't worry little bro. Diego and Sergio have

Art: Paula Gregovich.

something even better up their sleeves," chuckles Cesar,
"You'll see, when we get there."

I close my eyes and go to sleep, dreaming about
being a superhero who fights off the scary monster
named Leo. Papa drives through the night.

Our cousins have a big breakfast feast waiting when
we arrive in Monterrey. Three empanadas later, I am
anxious to hear Cesar's plan.

"Show him your mark;' whispers Cesar. Diego and
Sergio flex their right biceps, revealing identical barbed
wire tattoos circling their upper arms."We're going
to get that done while we are here," says Cesar,"then
everyone will know how tough we are."

"Don't we need Mama and Papa's permission?" I
ask.

"No, they don't ask your age down here. If you got
the pesos, you get the tattoo," says Cesar.

"Si. It's better if you don't mention it. Your mama
might say you are too young," says Diego.

Keeping this a secret makes my head want to
explode. Cesar, Diego and Sergio must know what they
are talking about, though, 'cause they're in high school.
We need to be tough, I keep saying to myself.

The tattoo parlor reeks of smoke. I cough and try
to hold my breath. My eyes are big as I gaze at all the
tattoo patterns on the wall and the man with the funny
looking glasses holding a cigarette. Cesar goes first. I
watch him grit his teeth as the needle goes into his
arm, again and again, one hundred times over. Finally,
the man wraps a bandage around his arm, and he is
done.
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Tough Enough, Continued

My turn. I want to run, but my feet won't move.
I'm not so sure that I really need a tattoo to be tough.
Then I think about Leo, and that's what I concentrate
on as I grit my teeth. The tattoo gun whirls. Tears run
down my face. When will this torture end? I remain
silent until the man wraps on my bandage.

Mama and Papa are too busy talking to notice us
much as we return to our cousins' house. Cesar, Diego
and Sergio all want to watch Telemundo Soccer, so I sit
quietly with them and try to ignore my pain. Jose runs
in and out of the living room, but my arm is too sore
to wrestle with him, so I pretend to ignore him, too.
I'm not sure which hurts more--my arm or my con
science. Jose's puppy eyes always get to me.

On Tuesday, when we go back to school, I casually
lift up my sleeve in front ofAmanda.

"Ooh," she coos,"did it hurt?"

"Naw," I lie, "I'm tough."

"Hey, you're not supposed to have that!" yells Leo.

Everyone turns to look. I smile. But, my smile slides
off my face when Ms. Hyatt writes a note to my par
ents about the tattoo.When I get home, Mama grounds
both Cesar and me for two whole months. Ouch.

The next day, Leo glares at me and fumbles with
something in his pocket. I get a creepy feeling he wants
to start something with me. I try to ignore him. I don't
need to be in any more trouble, but Leo doesn't stop.

He gets right up in my face and says, "I've got a
knife. Want to see it?" I nod my head. I don't want
to be a wimp about it. He whips out a huge red jack
knife, the size of his hand.

I say, "Cool," and walk away.

Leo turns to the next kid he sees, and shows him
the knife. While he's doing that, I go get Ms. Hyatt.
And, Leo is history-suspended for the rest of the
week.

When I sit down, Amanda scowls at me and
whispers,"Whatcha do that for!"

I lean away from Amanda, and say, "Because I want
to be a big brother Jose can be proud of." For the rest
of 'the day, I keep smiling, 'cause now I know I'm
tough enough.

-Kathy Hammer, elementary school teacher, 'Texas.

The Tree of Life: A Peruvian Folktale

I n the rainforest of Peru grows a huge tree with

a trunk 30 feet wide. For the first people, this

was a sacred tree. It is believed that long ago, the gods

got fed up with human arrogance and pride and set
the whole ~orld on fire. But there was a wise man

named He-Who-Really-Sees who rounded up every

species of bird, animal, insect and so on and all the
people around him, too. They were all perched on the

thousands of branches of the sacred tree, and they were
saved.

After the fire
was spent, the
world was still
too hot.The wise
man took a bow

and arrow and put
an arrow in the

ground. "Still too
hot!" he said. But

some people were
tired of waiting and

went out, and these
were known as the

Impatient Ones.

A few days
later, the wise man
sent another arrow into the ground. "Even now, it is
still too hot," he told the folks on the branches. Some
people wanted to get out and about, and these were
known as the Ambitious Ones.

A few days after this, the wise man sent anoth
er arrow in the ground and said, "All is well now."
Everyone got off the tree to rehabitate th~ earth.

This is how the world was saved by He-Who
Really-Sees.

-Jon Bush, Massachsetts.

Jon adds, "It is really so foolish how thousands of acres of
rainforest, a self-supporting ecosystem, are destroyed every day
because the land itself is quite worthless for farming. You might
get one good crop, but then there is nothing left. People are
hungry and have to eat, but to burn the rainforest is ridiculous,
not even to mention the predous beauty being lost by greed
and small minds. Let us all petition with our leaders to stop
this senseless waste in the name ofhumanity. JJ
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Plantains Are the Latin Potatoes

T hey look like fat, green bananas, but don't

slice them into your cereal bowl or add

them to your ice cream sundae. Plantains are a

starchy, banana-shaped fruit that is served in a variety

of ways, except raw. They are popular throughout the

Caribbean and most Latin American countries. For

many Americans of Hispanic heritage in the United

States, plantains are as popular as potatoes.

Tostones are a popular dish made by frying

squashed slices of green plantain. The secret, my

Cuban grandmother taught me, is to fry the slices

twice-both before and after they are smashed in a

small press made for this purpose. A little salt, some

times a savory garlic dip, and you've got a mouthwa

tering appetizer or side dish.

A ripened plantain also presents a cooking

opportunity. You might throw out yellow bananas

that have turned dark because this means they've

become mushy and are overripe. But when the skin

of a green plantain turns black, its taste becomes

sweet, and the fruit continues to be useful. Sliced and

fried, these dark plantains become platanos maduros, a

common Latin side dish kids usually enjoy because

of the sweet flavor.

Plantains are delicious and good for you. High in

fiber and vitamins A and C, they can be a welcome

change from plain, old potatoes. Why break out a

bag of potato chips to go with that sandwich when

you can eat mariquitas (plantain chips)? Unlike potato

chips, plantain chips are often served fresh-straight

out of the fryer, while they are crispy and hot. If you

can't get to a Latin restaurant, check out the chip and

pretzel aisle the next time you're at the supermarket.

Plantain chips (also called platanutres in Puerto Rico)

are sold in prepackaged bags in ethnic markets, as

well as in some supermarkets throughout the United

States. But be aware: these delicious treats are hard to

resist. One plantain chip leads to another.. ..

-Laura Aldir-Hernandez, Cuban American, grew
up in Miami, Florida, where she enjoyed many plantain
dishes. She can be reached at laura.aldir@gmail.com.

Abuelo Means more than Grandfather

My mother's father was born in Cuba a long time ago. He
speaks Spanish and lives in Miami now. He likes me to call
him Abuelo. He says that means "granclfather" in Spanish.

I like to spend time with Abuelo.

I teach Abuelo how to play Go Fish. He teaches me
how to play domino.

I walk Abuelo to McDonald's for a burger and fries.
He walks me to his favorite bakery for pastelitos de guaya
ba and hot Cuban bread.

I read Abuelo the Pledge ofAllegiance. He reads me
a poem by Jose Marti.

I show Abuelo how to play a song on my iPod. He
shows me how to play the bongos.

I help Abuelo buy white sneakers like mine. He buys
me a white guayabera, a shirt like his.

I translate English for Abuelo. He teaches me espaiiol.

I love Abuelo, and he loves me.

He says I am his favorite teacher, but I know I'm

really his favorite student. -L.A.H.

Chila<3luiles: A Mexican Reci~e

Ingredient: 1 dozen corn tortillas • 1 onion • 5 cloves
of garlic • 3 tbsp. vegetable oil • 1 can of tomato sauce
• Pinch of oregano, basil and cayenne pepper • Dried
hot pepper like chipotle • 2 tbsp. sour cream

Preparing: Take one dozen tortillas and tear them into
small pieces and air them out. Meanwhile make a sauce
of the following: 1 onion, 5 cloves of garlic, 3 tbsp.
vegetable oil, 1 can of tomato sauce, pinch Qf oregano
and basil. Put some cayenne pepper to taste. Ifyou have
a dried chile like chipotle, put that in too. Cook over
low heat, stirring occasionally. Next, fry up the torti
lla pieces in vegetable oil (not peanut oil) like tortilla
chips. When hard/brown pat dry to remove excess oil.
Combine cooked sauce, tortillas, and about 3/4 cup
of grated cheese like mozzarella into an oven-proof
dish. Cover and put in 350°F. oven until cheese melts.
Cooking time is about 35 min. Add sour cream. Enjoy!

-Andres Miller, 10, New Jersey. Andres adds: "I was
born in Mexico and lived there seven years. "
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On the Road from Here to There

K arl Kristian awoke to a cold, damp morning.
When his feet hit the stone floor, he shivered.

At breakfast, steam billowed from his bowl of porridge.

Outside, the fog was thick and heavy. Even so, Karl

Kristian began the long walk from his home
in Havndal, Denmark, to Uncle Lars'

farm in Udby to help with harvest.

As Karl Kristian followed

the winding road to Udby, he

noticed ho~ quiet the world
was. Not a single bird sang.
Even his footsteps whispered.
Everything was white and
dull. He knew that the hills,
groves and ponds were full of

creatures and plants, but the fog
hid them away.

The farther Karl Kristian got from
Havndal, the clearer it became. At first, he could
just make out small sloping hills alongside the road.
Then, as he rounded a corner, he glimpsed a fox trot

ting through a fresWy hewn wheat field. By the time he
reached the courtyard of his uncle's farm he could see
everything. Even the songbirds welcomed him.

At lunchtime, around Uncle Lars' table, Karl
Kristian told his uncle that Udby was a better place
to live than Havndal. Uncle Lars laughed. "We think

Udby is a fine place, but Havndal is your home. Your
father has left you a comfortable house. Your broth
ers and sisters live nearby, and you have many friends
there."

"It's just so dreary," said Karl Kristian, as he rose
from the table to begin work once again.

That evening, Karl Kristian walked home. The sun
began to set on the wheat field where the fox now
jumped playfully after a mouse. Down the road wild
geese flocked to a small pond. But soon darkness began
to fall, and as Karl Kristian walked through his gate, the
world had become quiet and colourless again.

The next morning, when Karl Kristian awoke, the
stone floor made him shiver. Steam billowed from his
bowl of porridge. Again, the fog was thick on the road
to Uncle Lars' farm. But as he approached Udby, the
view became clearer and the silence lifted.

At lunchtime, around Uncle Lars' table, Karl

Kristian told his uncle he wanted to move to Udby.

Uncle Lars laughed. "Such decisions are up to you,

nephew. We think Udby is a fine place, but Havndal is

your home."

"Nevertheless," said Karl Kristian, "I

plan to find a new place near here.
The days are much more pleasant."

Each day that followed, fol-
lowed much like the day before.

But on the last day of harvest,
after the last bushel was brought
in, Uncle Lars said it was time

to celebrate. There was to be a
huge feast at the farm in Udby.

Karl Kristian would stay overnight in
Uncle Lars' house to enjoy the celebra

tions and then make the long trek back to

Havndal in the morning.

Karl Kristian enjoyed Uncle's party, but what he
enjoyed most was thinking about how wonderful it

would be to leave his dreary home in Havndal.

The next morning, Karl Kristian awoke at his
usual time to a damp, foggy morning. When his feet hit

V"ncle Lars' stone floor, Karl Kristian shivered. At Uncle
Lars' breakfast table, steam billowed from his bowl of
porridge. And when he stepped out of his uncle's front
door, the fog was thick and heavy. He couldn't even see
beyond the courtyard.

Out on the road, things were just as bad. The fox
and wheat field were nowhere to be seen. The sloping
hills outside Udby were invisible, and there were no
wild geese to be seen or heard. Karl Kristian's footsteps
only whispered. But then, as he neared the village of
Havndal, the fog began to lift. Karl Kristian could see
the rolling hills that he knew to be there. The ponds,
groves and meadows, with their creatures and plants,
showed themselves. When he reached Havndal, the
morning sun had evaporated the last wisp of mist, as it
had every morning at about the same time. It was then
he understood. As Karl Kristian opened the wooden
gate that led to his house, he could clearly hear song
birds welcoming him home.

-Carol L. MacKay, Canada. Art: Mindy Cooper.
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My Brother I\yan

R yan is my brother, and he is autistic. I was
only 17 months old when Ryan was born,

so I don't really remember life without him. My mom
and dad say he was a happy baby and loved to play
with me. He was typical in every way until he was 15
months old. He got a vaccine called the MMR, and life
changed for all of us after that. Ryan became autistic.

He doesn't talk at all even though he is now 11
years old. He makes a lot of noises that sound like sing
ing, and he says a few words like Ma-Ma (Mom), Da
(Dad), KaKa (Kenny), Pup (my dog) and some words
that imitate the foods he likes. He makes a lot of noise
even in stores or restaurants. People stare a lot and
sometimes say something about the noise, but most
people are nice once they know he is autistic.

Ryan loves to be busy. He always wants to go in the
car, especially on weekends or holidays. As a family, we
go out a lot. He loves museums, parks, zoos and swim
ming pools, so we have family memberships to many
places in the Pittsburgh area.

We have a lot of therapy at our house. Since Ryan
was two years old, many different therapists have come
to work with him. When I was little, they would play
with me too, so I didn't feel like Ryan was getting all
the attention. Now they come after Ryan gets home
from school and stay for three hours. I'm usually doing
my homework while they're at the house. In the sum
mer the therapists do everything with us, so they can'
teach Ryan how to behave socially. Many of his old
therapists still stay in touch with our family.

Being Ryan's brother isn't easy, but I wouldn't
change it for the world. My mom, dad and I have to
always watch him carefully. He can't play outside by
himself because he might wander away. We have to
check on him all the time· inside as well because he can
make a huge mess in just a few minutes. I don't have as
much time with my mom and dad, since Ryan needs a
lot of attention, but my parents make the time we do
have together very special. They are always trying to do
nice things for each of us.

I'm proud to be Ryan's brother. I'm also proud of
how hard he works to understand the simplest things.
He has taught me so much about love and what it
means to be a family. I am so lucky to have him as my
brother.

-Kenny Kutzer, 13, Pennsylvania. 70 learn more
about autism, visit: www.autism-society.orgl

One Phenomenal Girl

M y hero is not Superman or Batman. She's
not famous. Her name is Britanny. She has

done so much for others, including me. She has many
traits as my hero; not only is she caring and determined,
but she's also very dedicated.

She spent months in the hospital when she was first
diagnosed with Lupus, but whenever I went to see her,
she was the one to ask how my day was. She's nice to
everyone, including people who aren't always nice to
her. Whenever I need help, she helps me the best she
can. Britanny comes to all my dance recitals and never
acts as if she doesn't want to, even if she doesn't.

After she got out of the hospital, her main focus
was raising money for a cure. Every year, she does the
"Lupus Loop" and raises thousands of dollars. One
year, she raised the most. Another thing she does is
help other people understand Lupus. She even goes to
schools every once in a while.

She graduated from high school and still lives a
normal life. Even when she feels lousy, she doesn't let
it show. One thing I hear from a lot of people about
her is she never loses her smile. She's very dedicated to
everything she does. I don't think I have ever heard her
say, "I can't do this." She works at a photography studio
and loves working with kids.

I know she has her good days and her bad days,
but you would never be able to tell. She may not be
well-known or famous, but she is still just as good as
Superman to me. She does so much for the community.
People love being around her. Britanny is my sister, and
she is also my hero.

-Allyson Gavel, 13, Pennsylvania.

Lupus
Lupus is a chronic autoimmune disease that can

last for many years. It can be life-threatening and
damage any part of the body, including skin, joints
or organs. Individuals with the disease can experi
ence a wide range of symptoms, including fatigue,
hair loss, painful or swollen joints, fever, skin rashes
and kidney problems. It is one of the least recog
nized and one of the most difficult to diagnose
illnesses. However, increased awareness and early
diagnosis can reduce lupus related deaths. For more

information on lupus, you might visit: wwuJ.lupus.org.
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Why It I\ains: A Folktale from the Philippines

O nce upon a time there was no moon, no
sun and no earth. Even time did not exist.

There were only two beings-Tungkung Langit and
Alunsina-both powerful gods.

Tungkung Langit loved his wife Alunsina dearly,
and when he saw her feeling sad, he said, "Cheer up,
my love. Let me show you my powers. I am the great
creator. I will create the universe."

"Let's create it together," Alunsina answered, her
eyes brightening.

"No, my dear. I want to do this for you,"Tungkung
Langit replied, and with a wave of his hand, he flew off
and began creating.

With one powerful breath, he blew the sun into
existence. With a circling motion of his hand, he cre
ated the moon. With snaps of his fingers, he created the
stars.

Alunsina watched, her excitement growing with
every creation produced by Tungkung Langit.

"I am a god, too, and just as powerful. Let me cre
ate!" Alunsina pleaded.

"My love," Tungkung Langit replied, "there's no
need for you to tire yourself. I just want you to stay
home, brush your long hair, and keep yourself beautiful
for me."Tungkung Langit dismissed his wife's plea.

Every day, he went off to the universe he cre
ated, adding more planets and stars. So caught up was
he with his powers of creation that he barely noticed
Alunsina getting sadder and sadder.

"I want more out of my life," Alunsina cried. "I feel
so useless. I want to create!"

"Ah, my love, you are just bored," Tungkung Langit
replied. "To amuse you, I will create time!"

And with his words, time began to tick away.

But time brought along memories. Alunsina
remembered how, for so long, she had wanted to create,
and she wept bitter tears.

One day, as Tungkung Langit rushed off to his uni
verse, Alunsina followed him. But Tungkung Langit saw
her and asked, "What do you want?"

"I want to create," Alunsina said yet again.

"You must be bored again," Tungkung Langit said
with a sigh. "Look, I will create lightning and thunder
for you."

Jagged streaks of light sliced the skies and deafening
claps of thunder resounded in the vast universe. Even
Tungkung Langit was startled by his own creation. He
roared out in delight, "Wasn't that spectacular?"

But Alunsina remained unmoved. The resentment
building up in her could no longer be held back.

"It's not fair! Why should you be the only one to
create? I am powerful, too, I will create!" she cried.

But her cries went unheard for Tungkung Langit
had already gone off to some far corner of the universe
to create even more things.

When Tungkung Langit returned, it was to a cold,
dark and empty home. Alunsina was not there to wel
come him. Alarmed, Tungkung Langit called out,
HAlunsina! Alunsinaaaaa!" His cries reverberated
through the universe, but only silence greeted him.

From that day on, the lonely god no longer created.
He spent all his time searching the universe for his love.
But he could not find Alunsina.

Then one day, as Tungkung Langit peered down
from the heavens, he could hardly believe what he saw.
His beautiful wife Alunsina was sitting on top of a new
planet, a planet that he did not create.

"My love, where have you been? I have searched
everywhere for you,"Tungkung Langit cried.

Alunsina looked up. Tungkung Langit saw joy and
radiance in her eyes. But very quickly, her eyes turned
cold.

"You didn't think me fit to create. But look... " she
replied, as the radiant fire returned to her eyes. "I have
created the Earth! A beautiful world of oceans, moun
tains, trees, birds and flowers! I am breathing life into it.
For I too am a god, just as powerful as you."

And she went on doing what she had always want
ed-creating.

Alunsina never returned to the heavens. Even
with his most spectacular creations, Tungkung Langit
couldn't persuade her to come back. But he never gave
up trying. To this day, he sends thunder and lightning to
catch her attention. But often, the aching in his heart
becomes too much for him to bear, and so he weeps.
And his tears fall as rain on that planet called Earth, the
creation of his beloved Alunsina.

Retold by Nancy Tizon Truscott, originally from the
Philippines, now lives in California.
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Slavery, Hunger, Illiteracy: How Can You Help?

I shmael was 12 when war reached his village
in Sierra Leone. His home was destroyed, and

his family was missing. He wandered the countryside
managing to survive on sheer luck. He was picked up a
year later by the army, and an AK-47 was thrust into his
hands. He was now a child soldier.

When Amerigo's parents divorced, his mother told
him to go away. Hoping to move in with his dad, he
begged him to send money for a bus ticket. Amerigo, at
13, lives alone on the streets. Sometimes he sorts trash
and sometimes he sells ice cream. He is always hungry.

Shauna was 16 when a new friend at school invited
her to a sleep-over. After being given a drink laced
with drugs, she was kidnapped, beaten and raped.
Shauna was told she had been sold on the Internet for
$300,000 to a man in Texas.

Ishmaul, Amerigo and Shauna have all suffered a
violation of their human rights. Human rights are the
freedoms an individual is entitled to simply because
they are human. Throughout history, many great men
and women have fought and died for these freedoms.
But it wasn't until 1946, after the United Nations,
UN., was formed that a document was created listing
an individual's rights.

During World War II approximately 6 million
Jewish people were killed in concentration camps.
Millions more were left homeless and hungry.
Following the war, delegates from 50 countries met on
April 25, 1945, in San Francisco. Their purpose was to
develop a peacekeeping organization so that such trag
edy would never happen again. After two months of
haggling, all 50 nations voted to accept the Declaration
of the United Nations. One of the primary goals of the
UN. is to "reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights."

In 1946, the UN. established the Commission of
Human Rights. It was composed of 18 members and
chaired by Eleanor Roosevelt, widow of former US.
President Franklin Roosevelt. The group worked for
two years outlining the individual rights and freedoms
of all humankind. Finally, on December 10, 1948, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights was approved
by all the General Assembly of the UN.

The Declaration is the primary building block of
today's universal human rights movement. It is based
on the principle that every person has the right to free-

dom and dignity. There are 30 rights outlined in the
document. A few basic rights that you're entitled to are

• The Right to freedom, life and liberty • Right to a

basic education • Freedom from torture or cruel punish

ment • Right to privacy and security of your personal

belongings • Right to sufficient food and safe shelter •

Freedom of thoughts and worship • You are considered
innocent until proven guilty.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the
most accepted document in the world. Many countries
have included the document in their basic laws or con
stitution. However, the document is not legally bind
ing. Consequently, the UN. can only promote these
rights; they cannot enforce them. As a result, millions
of people still suffer because their human rights are
not respected. For example, more than a billion people
cannot read, and some 27 million people are living in
slavery today. Ishmael was only one of approximately
300,000 child soldiers. Like Amerigo, over one billion
people live on less than $1 a day. And as Shauna experi
enced, over one million children are forced into prosti
tution every year.

The UN.'s wish is for a better, more peaceful
world. From the time the Declaration was approved,
they wanted all nations to publicize it. They asked that
it be displayed and read "principally in schools and
institutions of higher learning." The Declaration cel
ebrated its 60th anniversary in 2008 but there is still
much to be done to make this dream a reality.

What can one person do? First, know your rights.
Visit www.amnesty.org or www.youthforhumanrights.org

to see a complete list of your 30 rights. You can start
a group in your school and campaign to improve
individual awareness of the UnIversal Declaration of
Human Rights. Petition your local, state and federal
government to make human rights education manda
tory in all schools. Your efforts can help make a better
world. In the words of Eleanor Roosevelt human rights
begin "in small places, close to home."

Ishmael was finally removed from the fighting by
the UN. Children's Fund. In 1998 he moved to the
United States and finished high school. He has made
his story known to spare others from living the hor
rors of a child soldier. Shauna's story ended after three
frightening days. Her brother spotted her by sheer luck
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Celebrate the Human Rights Day: 10 December

as part of an organized search team. Shauna was airlifted
to a hospital. She had to be resuscitated twice, but she
survived and returned home. Shauna's family continues
to lobby for legislation that will provide help to all boys
and girls forced into the sex trade.

Amerigo still lives on the streets in his country
hoping every day that money will arrive from his father.

As a child, your are more likely than adults to have
your human rights violated. If you feel your human
rights are being violated, find an adult you trust and get
help. The best way to protect yourself is to know your
rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
belongs to you-read it, make it your own, and share it
with others. Dec. 10th is International Human Rights Day.

-Ginger Rodeghero, educational consultant, Florida.

While our attention may be focused on President
Barack Obama, to be honored with the Nobel Peace
Prize in Oslo, Norway, on December 10th, Dr. David

Suzuki of Canada will be honored with the Honorary
Right Livelihood Award in Stockholm, Sweden, on Dec.
4th "for his lifetime advocacy of the socially responsible
use of science, and for his massive contribution to rais
ing awareness about the perils of climate change and
building public support for policies to address it."

Rene Ngongo (Dem. Republic of Congo) honored
"for his courage in confronting the forces that are
destroying the Congo's rainforests and building political
support for their conservation and sustainable use."

Alyn Ware (New Zealand) is being recognized "for
his effective and creative advocacy and initiatives over
two decades to further peace education and to rid the
world of nuclear weapons."

Catherine Hamlin (Ethiopia) is being honored
"for her 50 years of dedicated work to treating obstet
ric fistula patients, thereby restoring the health, hope
and dignity of thousands ofAfrica's poorest women."

The 2009 recipients demonstrate clearly what has
to be done in order to tackle climate change, rid the
world of nuclear weapons and provide crucial medical
treatment to the poor and marginalized. These three
recipients will get cash awards ofEUR 50,000 each.

"Siesta Lane" by Amy Minato

Amy Klauke Minato, co-editor of Skipping Stones
during the first four years, has published an outstanding
book, Siesta Lane: One Cabin, No running H1tlter, and a
rear Living Green (Skyhorse Publishing). We higWy rec
ommend this poetic presentation of Amy's encounters
trying to live close to nature and close to her values.

If you have lived much of your life in a city, this
slice of Oregon life will surely be a treat for you and
your family. Amy shares her insights and discoveries of
how the little things matter in the bigger picture of life
and lifestyle. For example, on page 5, she writes:

"In my mind, fear and intrigue battle. I like
black bears, hypothetically, their sharp intelligence
and long-term memory, their human-sounding voic
es. I'm especially intrigued by their ability to sleep
for months, and though I know that they virtually
never harm humans, even though we are the main
cause of death for them. How fascinating it might
be to study a black bear up close! But the reality
of one so bold near where I would be living raises
the hair on my skin. Maybe wild nature is too alien
for this Midwest gal. Maybe I fall short of what my
dream requires?"

Once in a blue moon, we encounter a person who
has the courage to live to the very bottom of seeing
the self. Such a rare person is Amy. She grew up see
ing the truth she saw in herself. Her mind, heart and
inner voice never censor difficult questions. Her eyes
dare to see all. Her mind dares to receive whatever. Her
doubts are allowed freely to the light of day. Equipped
with this freedom of candid self-expression, Amy shares
the truth as she sees it during her one-year stay on the
Siesta Lane.

The many short chapters in this 220-page book
offer thought-provoking reading for your long winter
nights! Ages 13 to adult. ISBN: 978-1-60239-328-8.

• Families All Matter Book Project, Curriculum
Guide (www.aMazeworks.org). Finding supplemental
materials to use when teaching difficult subjects isn't
easy. This curriculum guide offers units that revolve
around a specific subject, ranging from disabilities to
race/ethnicity to gay and lesbian family members.
Each unit includes books for different ages, discussion
questions and journal topics. The guide helps students
develop understanding and respect for those who are
different than themselves. For use in grades K-5.
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Teen Voices Magazine (www.TeenVoices.com). Teen
Voices is dedicated to taking a long, unbiased look at
the most important issues facing teen girls today. From
social lives to book reviews, college applications to
depression, Teen Voices presents up-to-date informa
tion in compassionate editorials by the real teenagers
who work on its staff. Just flip through the pages to
find inspirational poetry and artwork submitted by girls
across the nation. Ages 12-18. ISSN: 1074-7494.

Champions of the Ocean: by Fran Hodgkins, illust.
Cris Arbo (Dawn). Have you ever looked into a tide
pool at the beach .,and wondered about all of the curi
ous but fascinating creatures that live in the salty sea
waters? This book profiles eight scientists who, with
their passionate interest in this very subject, made the
study of the ocean into a lifetime career. Their discov
eries about the animals of the deep ocean shocked and
delighted their contemporaries and will amaze you, too.
Ages 12-17. ISBN 978-1-58469-119-8.

Denied, Detained, Deported: Stories from the dark
side of American Immigration by Ann Bausum (National
Geographic). This book not only illuminates the harsh
aspects of American immigration's past, it also tries to
explain current problems and issues in our country's
immigration policy. Full of facts, real stories and con
temporary pictures, this book offers an insight into
often unspoken but important moments in American
history. All ages. ISBN 978-1-4263-0332-6

If the World Were a Village by David J. Smith, ill
str. Shelagh Armstrong (Kids Can Press), and a 25 min.
educational DVD (Master Communications). What if
you could take the world's population, over 6 billion
people, and look at it as one small community of 100?
That's what you will find in this book (and also the
DVD) that explores general global perspectives about
the languages, religions, economic and educational sta
tus, foods and cultures of our global village. Ages 8-13.
ISBN 978-1-55074-779-9. A similar book, IfAmerica
Were a Village, explores the past, present and the
future of the United States. ISBN 978-1-55453-344-2.

Remember Me: Tomah Joseph's Gift to Franklin
Roosevelt by Donald Soctomah & Jean Flahive, illust.
Mary B. Owens (Tilbury House). Learn about President
Roosevelt's childhood summers as he explores coastal
Maine with a Passamaquoddy Chief named Tomah
Joseph,Ages 7-11. ISBN 978-0-88448-300-7.

Back Home by Julia Keller (Egmont USA). Rachel
Browning, 13 years old, is devastated when she learns
that her father has suffered terrible injuries in the War
in Iraq. Rachel's life changes dramatically; she and her
family must learn to make adjustments. Many children
suffer losses similar to Rachel's. Talking about these dif
ficult subjects can often give them a chance to heal.
Ages 8-17. ISBN 978-1-60684-005-4.

Get Out! 150 Easy Ways for Kids and Grown-Ups to
Get into Nature and Build a Cleaner Future by Judy
Molland (Free Spirit). Today's children spend- an aver
age of 6.5 hours per day staring at computer and TV
screens, and very little time out-of-doors. This book
aims to change that with 150 ideas for enjoying nature
and being eco-friendly. Ranging from window gardens
to birdhouses, from family bike rides to hikes, these
suggestions are sure to spark the interests of all! For
kids, families, schoolgroups. ISBN 978-1-57542-335-7.

The Two-Hearted Numbat by Ambelin and Ezekiel
Kwaymullina (Fremantle Press, Australia). Numbat has
two hearts. When he wears his feather heart, he helps
everyone around him, and they love him. When he
wears his heart of stone, he is a strong and fearless. But
how can he have two hearts? During his journey to
choose between them, he finds his true heart along the
way. Ages 4 and up. ISBN 9-781921-361234.

Olympic National Park: Much of the Tide Pool, Crack
of the Glacier by Mike Graf, illust. Marjorie Leggitt.
(Fulcrum) Part of the "Adventures with the Parkers"
series, this book takes us on a journey in the Olympic
National Park. Each book in this series packs fascinat
ing information with exciting adventures to make the
national parks come alive. ISBN 978-1-55591-627-5.

Hanuman's Journey to the Medicine Mountain
by Vatsala Sperling, illust. Sandeep Johari; part of the
Classic Indian Stories for Children Series (Bear Cub Books).
Indian kids know about Hanuman, the monkey god,
through Indian folklore. He was born to help Ram, the
incarnation ofVishnu , sustainer of the universe. This
book makes the story of Hanuman's life accessible to
Western children, 7 to 12. ISBN 978-1-59143-063-6.

Sugar Comes from Arabic: A beginner's guide to
Arabic letters and words by Barbara Whitesides (Interlink
Books). A perfect book to help you learn Arabic, spoken
by 300 million people. Clear illustrations show how to
draw each letter. All ages. ISBN: 978-1-56656-757-2.
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I n a faraway land a long time ago, there lived a
great warrior named Hugo. Hugo was the leader

of all the armies in the land.

The people respected him, but they also feared him
because he demanded to be obeyed by all.

One day, as Hugo was returning from battle, he
came to the hut of an old grandmother who was car
ing for her grandbaby.

"I will rest here for a while," he told the grand
mother. "Fix me some food at once."

"Yes, yes," said the grandmother. "but do not dis
turb the baby."

Hugo looked in the corner where the baby was
sleeping on a mat.

Hugo had no children of his own, so he knew
nothing of babies. He watched the baby as the old
woman stirred the coals in the fireplace and prepared
to cook food.

After a while, the baby woke and sat up. The grand
mother handed it a cracker.

As Hugo watched, the baby made smacking noises
and nibbled on the cracker.

" Goo," said the baby.

"Come here," said the mighty warrior.

"Goo, goo, " said the baby.

"Come here, I say!" Hugo repeated.

"Do not yell at the baby;' said the grandmother.

"He will not obey me," said Hugo.

The old grandmother laughed.

The baby waved its arms in the air and smiled at
the warrior. "Goo, goo, " it said again.

"\Yfhat is this?" asked the warrior, "This ~oo,goo'?"

"It means everything," said the grandmother. "It
means yes, it means no, it means I'm happy, I'm hungry,
it means hello, it means goodbye."

"Tell the baby to obey me" said Hugo. "Tell him I
am the great leader of all the armies in the land."

"The baby will not obey you," said the grandmoth
er. "You must obey the baby."

"What!" exclaimed the warrior.

"Everyone obeys the baby," the old grandmother
said.

"Who would obey a baby?" scoffed Hugo. "A baby
is too small to be feared by anyone."

"They do not obey the baby out of fear," explained
the grandmother. "But out oflove."

After the warrior had eaten and rested, he rose to
leave.

The baby wiggled the fingers on one hand and
said, "Goo, goo. "

Hugo looked at the grandmother.

"The baby is telling you Goodbye;' she said.

Hu&o looked again at the grandmother. He looked
back at the baby. Then he wiggled the fingers of one
hand. "Goo, goo," said the mighty warrior as he walked
out the door.

-Bonnie Highsmith 1aylor, author, Oregon.

Anase and the Wisdom Pot
V waku Anase wanted to be the only wise per
~on on the earth. He wanted all the others to

be fools so that he could cheat them. One day Anase
collected all the wisdom on the earth and put it into a
big pot. He made up his mind to put the pot on top of
a tall palm tree--he wanted to keep wisdom away from
people. He started climbing the palm tree with the pot
on his belly. After climbing for a few minutes, Anase
started sweating. He could no longer go up with the
pot on his belly. Ntikuma, the son ofAnase, was watch
ing what was going on. Ntikuma said, "Father, please
put the pot on your back. That will make it easier for
you to go up!!" Anase changed the position of the pot
as Ntikuma said. Anase started climbing again, and it
was easy for him to go up.

After a short time, Anase became angry. He said,
"Does this mean that I could not collect all the wis
dom? Why should this little boy teach me what to do?"
So Anase stopped climbing the tree and fell down and
all the wisdom spread apart. That was the sudden end
ofAnase.

-Hamdiyah Abdallah, age 11, student at the Anani
Memorial International School in Ghana. See page 35.
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A student smiles Jor a photograph outside her classroom at
Anani Memorial International School in Accra, Ghana, where stu
dents learn both French and English as a supplementary language.

Stude11ts ilt the A11il11i ;11emo'liill

j11te'l11iltio11ill School i11 ACC'lil, qhil11il

Editor's Note: If interested in
donating money or supplies
to the school, please e-mail
principal Kofi Anane at
mawunageh@yahoo.com.

Laughter and cheering echoes
through the neighborhood in
Nima while students of all ages
gather outside at the end of their
day to play a game together as a

Jun reward Jor their hard work in
school.

-Mindy Cooper, 'Tennessee.

The students
are happy to
be taking a

break from their
exams in sci

ence and history,
playing games
together in the

courtyard oj
their school.

Ghana's Anani Memorial International School is
located in the Nima area within the capital city,

Accra. The principal Kofi Anane's father originally founded
the school to ensure his own children's education. Today,

there are 185
students, and
over half,
because of
insufficien t
funds, attend
each year free
of charge.
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Recycled Paper

Art
by Gracie

Gralike, 18,
Missouri.

"I enjoy
painting and

working with
colored pen
cils.1 usually
like to work
abstract, but
1 also like to
work realisti-
cally. Art is
my passIOn
and hobby."


